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BLACK INK SKETCH 

1. Overarching Comments 

To make a Black Ink Sketch, you’ll using the edge detection algorithm in PS this week, but it 
is very, very unforgiving in that finds all the edges, everywhere and can make your pictures 
look far too busy and not at all like a “sketch”. (Note: The algorithm is particularly bad on 
faces – so you’ll be hard pressed to make an engaging portrait!). 

To mitigate the “over-edging” you will need to “simplify” your main static scene photo 
before you apply the edge detection algorithm – and you’ll do this be using a blur…..read 
on…. 

 

2. Step One 

Open up a new PS file and copy and paste-in both your Background Texture and your Static 
Scene. Alternatively, open-up your existing PS file; re-name it and save it with the new 
name. Your Layer Palette should look like this: 
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3. Step Two 

Copy your Static Scene layer, do: Layer->Duplicate Layer and press Return.  Now, to “simplify” 
the Static Scene, you’re going to use a blur, and in this instance the Smart Blur. So do this:  

Filter->Blur->Smart Blur, which launches the Smart Blur dialogue box.  In that dialogue box set:  

The Radius slider to 20;  

The Threshold slider to 25;  

Switch the Quality to High; and  

Leave the Mode set to Normal. 

Click the “OK” button….this will take a moment or two to process. 

Now relabel the top Layer to “Smart Blur”.  Your Layer Palette should look like this: 

 

If you zoom in to 100% and turn the “Smart Blur” on and off, you should see that much/most/all 
of the small-scale detail has been rinsed out of the image.  If this is not the case, then re-do this 
Step and double check the slider settings are as above, or maybe increase both Radius and 
Threshold sliders to 30 and 35 respectively. 
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4. Step Three 

Copy your Smart Blur layer, do: Layer->Duplicate Layer and press Return, then turn it off (you’re 
going to use this in the kast Step) and go down one Layer to your original Smart Blur Layer.  Your 
Layer Palette should now look like this:  
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5. Step Four 
 
Now to find the edges – do: Filters->Stylize->Find Edges and you’ll see the edges and some 
will be in colour – you’ll fix that in a moment – but for now, your PS screen should look like 
this: 

 

 

To turn all the coloured edges to black, do: Image->Adjustments->Black and White and simply 
press the “OK” button – all the edges are now black.  Turn off your “Static Scene” Layer and 
swich the “Smart Blur” to Multiply, like this: 
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6. Step Five 

Yes, the edges have are there, but they are lost in the Background Texture, so in this Step, 
you’re going to calm-down the Background Texture.  

First, go to the Set Foreground Colour box and make sure you have white or an off-white 

colour set as the Foreground Colour, like this:  

 

Next, click on the Background Texture in Layer Palette and then do: Layer->New->Layer and 
fill it with the Foreground colour by doing: Edit->Fill and make sure the word “Contents” in 
the Fill dialogue box says “Foreground Color” and press the “OK” button.  You’ve now got 
black edges on a white background, but the Background Texture is missing! So on “Layer 1”, 
with the white in it, switch the Blend Mode to Soft Light and reduce the Opacity slider to 
your taste – I’ve got it set to 80%, like this:  
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7. Step Six 
In this last Step, you’ll be using the “Smart Blur copy” layer to introduce some colour, so click 
on the “Smart Blur copy” layer and switch the Blend Mode to “Soft Light” and adjust the 
Opacity to taste – I’ve got it set at 74%, like this: 

 
 
 
…and on the next page is my final sketch…. 
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